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Abstract—To discover computing resources available for
any application before they are allocated to requests
dynamically on demand, developing effective mechanism
for resource discovery in Vehicular Cloud Networks
(VCN) is very important. Providing the services to the
requested vehicle in time is a major concern in the VCN
environment. Dynamic and intelligent resource discovery
schemes are essential in VCN environment so that
services are provided to the vehicles in time. Resource
discovery is key characteristic of VCN. VCN requires
intelligent algorithms for resource discovery. Creating a
mechanism for resource management and search
resources is the largest challenge in VCN. There is a need
to consider for dynamic way to discover the resources in
the VCN. The lack of intelligence in resource handling,
less flexible for dynamic simultaneous requests, and low
scalability are issues to be addressed for the resource
discovery in VCN. In this paper we proposed dynamic
resource discovery scheme in VCN. Proposed resource
discovery scheme uses Honey Bee Optimization (HBO)
technique integrated with static and mobile agents.
Mobile agent collects the vehicular cloud information and
static agent intelligently identifies the required resources
by the vehicle. Dynamic discovery model will take into
account different parameters influencing the task
execution time to optimize subsequent schedule. To test
the performance effectiveness of the scheme, proposed
dynamic resource discovery scheme is compared with
fixed time scheduling algorithm. The objective of the
proposed scheme is to search the resources in VCN with
a minimum delay. The simulation results of the proposed
scheme is better than the existing scheme.
Index Terms—Vehicular Cloud Networks, Honey Bee
Optimization, Queen Mobile Agent, Vehicle Manager
Agent.

I. INTRODUCTION
High dynamic topology and predictable mobility are
Copyright © 2019 MECS

the unique characteristic of Vehicular Ad hoc Networks
(VANETs). VANETs have been quite a hot research area
in the last few years. From both academic and industry
VANETs attract so much attention [1]. Cloud that is set
of several servers and computers everything, is hosted on
it instead of placing data and application programs on a
personal computer, it can be accessed through Internet.
Dedicating the resources to the system requests is the
challenge of cloud computing system [2].
A crucial question of distribution is the resource
scheduling; it gives the resources in the system, user task
execution efficiency, and the performance [3]. The largest
challenge in vehicular mobile clouds are the creating a
mechanism for management and search resources that
does not depend on road side infrastructure. Such
vehicular mobile clouds consequently require the
dynamic and spontaneous creation of a cloud through the
resource shared by vehicles [4].
To improve the transport safety, relieve traffic
congestion, reduce air pollution, and enhance the comfort
of driving, all components in Intelligent Transportation
Systems (ITS) will be connected. The collection and
storage of large amounts of traffic related data poses a
significant challenge to the vision of all connected
vehicles in ITS. The vehicles can share computation
resources, storage resources, and band width resources in
integrated cloud computing in vehicular networks.
Vehicle utilize services for its own purpose and each
vehicle access the cloud. The physical resources of
vehicles are dynamically scheduled on demand through
cooperation in the group. A vehicular cloud has much
more resources compared to an individual vehicle hence
overall resource utilization is significantly enhanced.
Some vehicles directly apply for resources from other
vehicles which are assigned as candidate cloud sites. Few
vehicles are act as candidate cloud sites assigned by a
vehicle. The vehicles become cloud sites, if the
application is approved according to the vehicle demand
will customize virtual machines (VMs) [5].
A novel way to offer non safety application with QoS
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for VANETs are the Road Side Unit (RSU) clouds. Using
Software Defined Networking (SDN) the traditional
RSUs consist of specialized micro data centers and
virtual machines. To migrate or replicate virtual services
and reconfigure the data forwarding rules dynamically
SDN offers flexibility [6]. The cloud computing services
are hosted by the vehicles, to act as mobile cloud servers
the vehicles that have sufficient resources. To discover
the services and resources the vehicles in a VANET to
search for mobile cloud servers, as mobile cloud servers
have sufficient resources. RSUs are act as cloud
directories with which mobile cloud servers register [7].
It is important to develop optimal policies for resource
management in the cloud environment. Researchers strive
to developing policies to achieve optimization of resource
utilization for the vehicular cloud computing. Machine
learning has a major role to play in these efforts [8]. Due
to the heterogeneity of resources, variability of the
workload and large scale of data centers resource
management in cloud infrastructures are the most
challenging problem in cloud computing. Efficient
management of physical and virtual resources are
required in cloud computing. By considering performance
requirements of hosted applications and infrastructure
costs efficient management of physical and virtual
resources can be achieved [9]. The other way of looking
vehicles as resource providers. In vehicle resources can
assist on road safety and like other services in vehicular
network managed by cloud environment. Directional
behavior, clustered movement and high mobility are the
distinct features of vehicular cloud networks, such
environment requires new mechanism for resource
management. Vehicular networks environment requires
effectively to manage the dynamic resources, as it vary in
availability and type [10].
Main objective of the research work is to discovery of
resources in VCN environment with minimum response
time. Dynamic resource discovery scheme is proposed
and implemented. Dynamic discovery is a learning
algorithm that is loosely based on linear regression. The
proposed algorithm looks the previous performance
metric to alter the next cycle time.
There are many generic algorithms analyzed, used and,
discovered over the course to apply to this field. Linear
regression, which correlates the impact of one variable
(input) on the behavior of another (output) has been in
existence from centuries. This statistical model is used in
many fields to better predict and control system behavior.
Linear correlation, however, is not optimal when it comes
to complex systems. If there are multiple variables
steering the system behavior, we need to apply non-linear
models to predict the outcome of relationships between
various parameters on input. Recurrent neural network is
one such complex technique where dynamic behavior can
be modeled. For the scope of this research, we will focus
on linear models though.

II. RELATED WORKS
A fuzzy virtual machine workload prediction method
Copyright © 2019 MECS
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for cloud environment is proposed in [11]. An intuitive
way of designing function blocks for intelligent systems
is by fuzzy logic mathematically emulates human
reasoning. To forecast the resource utilization of Virtual
Machine (VM) in cloud environments predication
methods such linear regression and neural networks have
been used and to estimate required resources and size for
each VM. To execute allocated work load resource
utilization is required. To control resource utilization,
they apply a neural network technique along with defined
fuzzy logic.
Fuzzy logic methods are introduced to discover the
resources in cloud systems. Neural networks is an another
technique to discover the computing resources in cloud
computing environment. Combination fuzzy logic and
neural networks technique are also used to discover the
resources in large systems. Neural network techniques are
based on the learning algorithm by providing the set of
examples. Our proposed scheme is based on the loosely
linear regression. Proposed scheme alter the cycle time
based on previous performance metric.
Direction aware resource discovery service in large
scale grid and cloud computing is proposed in [12].
Based on an unstructured overlay the proposed model
consider the decentralized resource discovery. Without
global knowledge about sharing resource information the
major challenge is to locate desired resources. Network
overhead may incur in the scheme as more nodes are
involved in the resource discovery. Route a query over
the network to conduct resource discovery, it considers
the unstructured information system. If there are no local
resources satisfying the requirement, it quires local
information for the required resource and the node
forwards the request to other neighbors. The
characteristic attributes, such as the system load, memory
capacity, etc are composed of each resource. Resource
management in cloud computing is presented in [13].
Cloud resource management process is very complex in
nature. Cloud resource management process is divided in
to different segments. Resource management in cloud
computing as a sequential process is described. It is
concluded that efficient cloud resource management
should meet criteria like efficient utilization of resources,
cost reduction, energy and power. A cluster based
vehicular cloud architecture with learning based resource
management is proposed in [14]. To group vehicles and
to provide resources cooperatively the proposed model
makes use of clustering technique. It uses the fuzzy logic
in the cluster head selection procedure. They also use qlearning technique to improve the resource management.
Agent based resource discovery in cloud computing using
bloom filters is proposed in [15]. The proposed model
consists of bloom filter. Bloom filters are used to store
resource information. The model also consists of broker
agent. The broker agent sends the information to the
related database and broker agent receives the
information from the bloom filter. The model consists of
hash values. User make use of these hash values to send
them to related broker agent. The bloom filters are used
in the model for search and discovery information and
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then achieved bloom filter is transferred. The amount data
transmitted is reduced significantly by using this
technique.
Load balancing approach for cloud computing is
proposed in [16]. They proposed Throttled Modified
Algorithm (TMA) for improving the response time of
VMs on cloud computing to improve performance for
end use. They compare the TMA with round robin and
throttled algorithm for load balancing. The performance
of cloud computing using TMA algorithm is improved
compared to the round robin and throttled algorithm.
Dynamic task scheduling in cloud computing based on
the availability level of resources is proposed in [17]. The
proposed algorithm allocates the incoming task on the
best resource. Based on measuring the current situation of
each resource with respect to its availability level the
incoming task is scheduled. For scheduling the incoming
task, the proposed scheme considers the different
parameter such as processing power, cost etc. Algorithm
is to allocate new coming tasks on the existed resources
while some existed tasks are running.
Vehicular cloud network a new challenge for resource
management based system is proposed in [18]. The
relevant issues related to the concepts of resource
management in the vehicular cloud are addressed. The
resource management techniques for the vehicular cloud
are also discussed. Towards efficient resource
management in cloud computing, survey is described in
[19]. The research in the resource management in cloud
computing are analyzed. The most important criteria for
evaluating the effectiveness of the approach are examined
and they also examine the monitored values and
supported application.
Load balancing algorithm based on estimating finish
time of services in cloud computing is proposed [20]. To
provide the resources work load efficiently the load
balancing is an important technique. The techniques
optimize resource utilization, maximizes throughput and
minimizing response time. The technique also avoids
overloading of any single resources. Novel load
balancing algorithm is based on the method of estimating
the end service time.
Distributed cloud resource management framework for
high performance applications is proposed in [21]. The
multiple cloud resources and large number of user
application can be handled by the proposed system in an
inter operable manner. By submitting a large number of
real world high performance computing applications the
proposed system is evaluated. Application of honey bee
mating optimization algorithm is proposed in [22]. Many
search algorithm is inspired by honey bee mating
behavior. Honey bee mating behavior is considered as a
typical swarm based approach for optimization in search
of resources in many systems.
An on line fuzzy decision support system for resource
management in cloud environment is proposed in [23].
On line Resource Management Decision Support System
(ORMDSS) addresses both resource management
optimization and task scheduling. ORMDSS contains a
fuzzy method as well as neural networks approach. For
Copyright © 2019 MECS

predicting VMs workload patterns fuzzy methods are
used. They applied neural networks and fuzzy expert
systems for predicting the VMs migration.
Tera Scaler ELBE (Elastic Load Balancing) algorithm
of Prediction for balancing resource management in cloud
computing is proposed in [24]. The processing capacity
of back end server cluster with the applied load is
dynamically by Tera Scaler ELB algorithm. Real time
resource prediction engine for cloud management is
proposed in [25]. Genetic algorithm based scheduler for
computational grids is proposed in [26]. Highly scalable
distributed resource management architectures for grid
computing are presented. The scheduler schedules the job
for grid computing is based on the genetic algorithm. To
use the available resources efficiently, schedulers are
used while it satisfying competing and mutual conflicts
goals. It minimizes make-span, idle time of the available
computational resources, turnaround time. The model
also considers the deadline provided by the user.
A Cluster based vehicular cloud architecture with
learning based resource management is proposed in [27].
To deploy new applications in a mobile vehicle is a
significant challenge, as resources are very limited in
mobile vehicles. To group vehicles and provide resources
cooperatively they propose clustering technique. To
select a service, provide among participant vehicles qlearning techniques are employed. For cluster head
selection fuzzy logic techniques are used. Bees life
algorithm for job scheduling in cloud computing is
proposed in [28]. Task are scheduled based on a bee
swarm optimization algorithm called Bees Life
Algorithm (BLA). The BLA algorithm efficiently
schedule the computation job. Among processing
resources in cloud data centers the proposed algorithm is
to schedule competition jobs (task). In an optimal fashion
to reduce the total execution time of jobs it aims at
spreading the workloads among the processing resources.
Task scheduling optimization in cloud computing
based on heuristic algorithm is proposed in [29]. Particle
Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm is presented for
scheduling in the proposed system. Small position value
rules are used in the algorithm. Based on these rules tasks
are formulated and tasks scheduled. Cost parameters are
used to measure the performance. Self-adaptive resource
management system in Infrastructure as Service (IaaS)
clouds is proposed in [30]. Based on a hierarchical multi
agent they proposed self-adaptive resource management
system. Novel adaptive utilization threshold mechanisms
are used in the system. They also employ reinforcement
technique. Reinforcement technique dynamically adjust
CPU and memory thresholds for each of physical
machine. To keep the total resource utilization of each
physical machine within given thresholds it periodically
runs a virtual machine placement optimization algorithm.
Using this approach, they are improving Service Level
Agreement (SLA) compliance.
Cooperative resource management in cloud enabled
vehicular networks proposed in [31]. They proposed a
coalition game model for resource management in cloud
enabled vehicular networks. For cooperation among
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cloud service providers are based on the two sided
matching theory in the model to share their idle resources.
A survey on resource scheduling in cloud computing:
issues and challenges are presented in [32]. The different
techniques for resource scheduling in cloud computing
are compared. Standard methodological literature
analysis techniques are used in the survey. Virtual
machine migration in road side cloud let based vehicular
cloud is proposed in [33].
Mobility prediction for efficient resources management
in vehicular cloud computing is proposed in [34].
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) techniques are adopted
in the system. Based on the output of ANN, this method
enables the vehicular cloud to take preplanned procedures.
By this technique they reduce the effect of resource
mobility and hence achieve efficient resource
management.
Vehicles as connected resources concept is described
in [35]. The evolution leading to the Internet of Vehicles
(IoV) are described. Reliable adaptive resource
management for cognitive cloud vehicular networks is
proposed in [36]. The proposed model has distributed and
adaptive resource management controller for cognitive
cloud vehicular network. Optimal exploitation of
cognitive radio is achieved in the design model. It also
includes the soft-input/soft-output data fusion in
vehicular access networks. The currently available
bandwidth energy resources are quickly able to acquire
context information. In the state of the vehicular network
it adapts to the mobility induce due to abrupt changes.
Vehicular cloud network resource management based
systems is proposed in [37].
The relevant issues to resource management in the
vehicular cloud are addressed. Resource management
model based on cloud computing environment is
proposed in [38]. The dynamic model makes use Hadoop
and HBase. For computing resources based on Hadoop
and HBase the model regularly stores the usage data. An
effective recommendation regarding the consumption of
computing resources are analyzed in the model. It also
includes the analysis of raw data for virtual machine.
Rescheduling for reliable job completion with the
support of clouds is presented in [39]. The novel
technique which supports for rescheduling in the cloud
environment and archives reliable completion of tasks in
the cloud environment. It investigates the effectiveness of
rescheduling to increase the reliability of job completion.
For only rescheduling to cope with a delay in job
completion, the cloud resources (relatively costlier) are
used. Job scheduling algorithm based on berger model in
cloud environment is presented [40]. Dual fairness
constraint in the job scheduling process are established in
algorithm.
Recent internet protocol is the IPV6. IPV6 is the
communication protocol and intend to replace IPV4. The
pit falls in the IPV4 such as address exhaustion is
addressed in IPV6. Internet engineering task force (IETF)
has proposed the IPV6 as current version of IPV4 is
rapidly running out of IP address. IPV6 has many
advantage over IPV4 such as header filed, related to the
Copyright © 2019 MECS
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security aspects, large address space etc [41].
VANETs is an Intelligent Transportation System, two
kinds of messages are transferred in VANETs safety
related messages and non-safety related messages.
Broadcasting based on the location and density of
network has huge attention in VANET. False hindering
are reduces in VANETS, if the messages are prioritized
[42].
Cloud computing has multitenancy feature that enables
the sharing of resources. The other features of cloud such
as scalable of resources and elasticity makes the user to
access the services and resources also location
independent. The key requirement of IoT platform is the
sharing of resources, hence combination of IoT and cloud
for future technologies provides the better services [43].

III. DYNAMIC RESOURCE DISCOVERY SCHEME IN
VEHICULAR CLOUD NETWORKS
In today’s world, where computing resources are
virtualized, building user applications to scale resource
needs seamlessly has become very easy. Developers need
not worry about how the servers are configured and how
to increase capacity on demand. Infrastructure services
are provided on the internet (cloud) with quick and easy
requisition. This is fundamental to distributed deployment
of application on the cloud and anywhere access.
Whether we are dealing with virtual or physical resources,
we need to discover computing resources available for
any application before they are allocated to requests
dynamically on demand. Discovery of resources may
seem random but once the repository is built, we can
employ various intelligent algorithms to allocate best
possible virtual computing machine for a request. It is
understood that resource repository is kept up to date with
regularly scheduled discovery.
We will assume all resources will be assigned unique
IP address and same will be used between agent/manager
architecture for discovery. An agent will be built to run
on each resource. This agent will respond to any request
from discovery manager. We will also assume discovery
manager will get resource details using a range of IP
addresses. For instance, when discovery manager
initializes, it will not know exactly how many resources
are in the network.
In discovery phase, after IP address range expansion,
simplest way to discover resources is for the server to
schedule discovery of each resource using multiple
threads in a round robin fashion. Example: if there are
100,000 resources to be discovered and assuming we
have configured the server to run with10 threads, 10
discovery tasks will be scheduled each second. This
means, discovery of all 100,000 resources will take
approximately 2 hrs 46 minutes (100,000/10 = 10,000
seconds) if each resource is discoverable within one
second.
In this model, there is no optimization in the way
resources are discovered and how the system behaves. If
threads take more than one second to discover a resource,
subsequent discovery will be pushed out as it is scheduled
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only when the thread is available after timeout. However,
if discovery is completed within one second, subsequent
resource discovery is not scheduled as server will wait for
timeout to run next schedule. As it is evident, this is not
efficient. Hence proposing dynamic discovery model. In
this model resources are discovered using a dynamic and
optimized algorithm. Server will begin with a
preconfigured timeout for the first set of schedules.
Following the above example, 10 threads are used to
discover every sets of 10 of 100,000 resources. The
difference in this model, however, is apart from recording
resource configuration in the repository during the
discovery process, each thread will also track and store
processing parameters like time taken for processing,
memory consumption of the resource, CPU utilization
and soon.
During subsequent scheduling, server will look up
previous performance metrics to alter the timeout
efficiently so that cycle is run optimally. If VMs
responded to discovery process well within one second
(say within 100 milliseconds), subsequent cycle will try
to discover 10 resources within next 100 milliseconds
rather than the next second. With this model if the system
performance remains constant, scheduling remains
constant. In contrast, if response (of either the network or
target systems) varies from cycle to cycle, scheduling will
adjust accordingly to discover resources with varying
degree of optimization. This is much more efficient way
to discover resources with optimal use of resources
A. Network environment
We consider a three tier Vehicular Cloud Network
(VCN) architecture as depicted in figure 1. Vehicular
Cloud (VC) is considered as tier-1, where the resources
are shared among vehicles using vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V)
communication only. Tier-2 consists of Infrastructure
Cloud (IC) formed by Road Side Unit (RSU), where the
vehicles have access to cloud services. Traditional Cloud
(TC) exists in the internet domain. TC has many
resources, which are accessed by vehicles. TC has spread
over the large geographical area. Having defined a way to
identify resource in the system, as depicted in the figure 1.
Each module can be deployed independently in a
distributed environment. Every component interacts with
the other with a standard protocol. We will have a
manager application running on a central server. It will
communicate with agents running on virtual machines
and other hardware (vehicle models through radio tower
proxy) to receive requests and distribute them for
processing. Response will be relayed back to requester.
This server component will act as discovery and
allocation manager. In the discovery phase, it will build
the repository of all available computing resources.
B. Preliminaries
This section presents some of the terms used in the
proposed scheme.


Resource management: Resource management is
technique that provides the available resources to
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user’s by providing proper resource identification,
allocation and sharing.
Resource discovery: Resource discovery or
location is process in which application that need
to locate the available (either hardware or software)
resources
Scheduling of task: To decide which task to
execute first and which task to execute last to
achieve maximum performance

C. Multi agent system model
Proposed multi agent model comprises of static and
mobile agent. Components of agency and their
interactions are as shown in figure 2. Agency consists of
knowledge base, static agent (Vehicle Manager Agent,
VMA) and mobile agent (Queen Mobile Agent, QMA).






Knowledge Base (KB): It comprises of
information of vehicle IDs, cloud IDs, available
bandwidth for communication, vehicle status
(connected/disconnected to network), available
cloud services, KB is read or updated by VMA
and QMA.
Vehicle Manager Agent: It is a static agent based
on Honey Bee Optimization mechanism that runs
in a node (vehicle and cloud server), creates QMA
and knowledge base, controls and coordinates
activities of agency. This agent triggers QMA for
discovering resources in vehicular cloud,
infrastructure cloud and traditional cloud.
Queen Mobile Agent (QMA): It is a mobile agent,
employed to discover the resources available in
vehicular cloud, infrastructure cloud and
traditional cloud. It is triggered by VMA that
travels around VCN by creating its clones (a clone
is a similar copy of agent with different destination
addresses). For each visited cloud service provider,
it updates knowledge base (KB) in coordination
with VMA

Honey bees (QMA) is characterized as swarm and
possess swarm intelligence. Honey bee colony consists of
three types of bees, namely queen, drone (male bee), and
workers (female worker). Queen is the mother of colony.
In the biased random walk, the inherent direction is given
by the parameter in equation (1)

  base   L

(1)

Where βbase is the natural error in the honey bee’s
navigation, µ is the configurable parameter, L is the toxic
level in the bee.
The probability of traveling in the correct vertical
direction (towards infrastructure cloud i.e., IC and
traditional cloud i.e., TC) is given in equation (2)

pv 

dv

(1   ) 
dv  dh
4

(2)

The probability of traveling in the correct horizontal
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direction is given in equation (3)

ph 

dh

(1   ) 
dv  dh
4

(3)

where dv is the discrete step towards vertical direction,
dh is the discrete step towards horizontal direction and β
is the navigation error in four quadrangles.
D. Multi agent system for resource discovery
Discovery of resources, routing of task request and
allocation of tasks execution through cloud is as shown in
fig. 3. The resource discovery manager will have a list of
resources to discover. It is responsible for collecting
server resources such as information of processor (kind of
processor, its capacity, clock rate in GHz) memory,
storage and network band width. When it comes to
optimal utilization of computing resources it is imperative
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that we have a real time map of resources. It is fairly
simple to discover available resources in the network if
every node in the network is reachable. It is equally easy
to model such systems programmatically, if computing
systems follow a predictable behavior pattern, which is
far from reality. Hence, it becomes extremely complex if
we need to keep the data up to date as utilization of
systems is very dynamic in nature. IPv4 is not suitable for
VCN, it is appropriate to use IPv6. This can either preconfigured as a list of unique address locations (like IPV4)
at which resources can be reached or can be done through
a range sweep. Controller then starts with a time slot to
schedule first set of discovery tasks. A network system
like vehicular cloud which must be extremely efficient
and optimal in using resources. It is important in such real
time networks to use optimal algorithms to keep
repository up to date and also allocate resources for task
execution. Repository is used to store data.

Fig.1. Vehicular Cloud Network Environment

Fig.2. Multi agent System Model

Copyright © 2019 MECS
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E. Algorithm
Algorithm for the proposed resource discovery scheme
is depicted as shown in algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Dynamic Resource Discovery
Nomenclature:
Resource list: L with resource type R
Resource: R contained within the list L
Default discovery threshold: θ, constant value
Discovery performance list: E with performance of
each discovery ε
θ
Discovery time allocated for each schedule: t
Input: Resource list, collection of resources to be
discovered
Output: Resource repository, L updated with latest
attribute information for each resource R and
performance data collected. E for each discovery run
with ε. Used for future discovery run
Keep running discovery of resource every T minutes
to refresh the list
While true do
Prepare list of resources to be discovered, L
For each R each resource to discovery in L do
Apply discovery scheduling logic;
if E is empty then
Prepare and schedule threads to discover
resources in parallel with default schedule;
L
R where t =θ;
Collect actual discovery performance data
and update repository for future use;
Generate ε;
Update E(ε);
end
else
Schedule resource discovery based on
last
performance;
Apply learning model to calculate next
Discovery allocation time based on historical
data;
L
R where t
median (E(ε) error factor);
Update E (ε);
end
end
wait(T)
end

ms as the interval between server (resource) discovery
and if the node responds quickly (lets assume 45 ms),
next task is scheduled to discover the resources is to be
adjusted more than 45 ms. Let us assume that it is 58
ms and for the next step time take for the discovery is 65
ms then the interval between discovery of servers will
adjusted of more than 65 ms. In this way our propose
scheme adjusts the scheduling dynamically to discover
the server contrast to fixed time scheduling where
scheduling time is fixed irrespective of the response time.

Fig.3. Resource discovery block diagram

IV. SIMULATION
This section presents performance parameters
considered, simulation procedure, simulation inputs and
result analysis
A. Performance Metrics
Some of the performance metrics evaluated are
response time, CPU utilization, memory utilization, CPU
overhead.








F. Example Scenario
Dynamic discovery starts with a time slot to schedule
first set of discovery tasks. However, it differs from fixed
algorithm from the very next step. Once nodes start
responding, the discovery algorithm keeps track of
response time, network latency and controller (system
scheduling tasks) resource utilization. Subsequent tasks
are scheduled by calculating the predicted response time
of nodes using different parameters and by adding a small
buffer to take into account system overhead.
For example, if we start with scheduling time as 100
Copyright © 2019 MECS



Response time: This is the time taken by a
resource to receive a request, process it and
respond back to the requester. It is expressed in
terms of milli seconds.
CPU utilization: A task is scheduled to run on a
CPU core. CPU Utilization is the part of CPU used
during the execution of task(s). It is expressed in
terms of percentage
Memory utilization: A task needs system
resources like CPU cycles, dynamic memory and
storage. Memory utilization refers to amount of
dynamic memory used during the execution of
task(s). It is expressed in terms of percentage.
Bandwidth utilization: Bandwidth utilization is
the amount of network capacity used during the
execution of task(s). It is expressed in terms of bits
per second.
Scheduling overhead: Switching of resources
between tasks usually referred as context
switching. It is expressed in terms of percentage

B. Simulation Procedure
Simulation is performed using JAVA language.
Simulation procedure for the proposed resource discovery
scheme is as follows:
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Begin
Create virtual machine (or server) farm with
different configurations (CPU size, clock speed,
RAM and Storage).
Create vehicle objects.
Build an agent on virtual machine and vehicle to
interact with controller.
Assign dummy IP address to each virtual machine
and vehicle.
Create controller software to interact with agent on
virtual machine and vehicle.
Configure list of IP addresses to discover in
controller.
Controller schedules and sends discovery request
to agent on virtual machine.
Agent responds with resource configuration of the
virtual machine.
Controller stores discovered information in
repository for allocation.
Controller also stores task performance details to
refine discovery schedule
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with significant workload fluctuation fails to provide the
expected services to the vehicle in time.
This section presents the results obtained during
simulation we compare results of the proposed work with
fixed time scheduling [44]
As shown in the figure 4, each node will be discover in
100 msec, assuming no network latency compare to
performance of dynamic algorithm. As it is learning from
each task execution experience, it keeps adjusting the task
run time based on actual execution time of previous task
and other influencing variables. Although dynamic
scheduling seems to fluctuate with scaling of nodes, the
behavior smoothens out.
The graph shown in figure 5 depicts the total time
taken for 50 node discovery.

C. Simulation Inputs
Simulation parameters for resource discovery:
Steady state:





Resource manager for discovery and allocation: A
single system is configured as controller
Resource manager CPU: 4 core CPU
Resource manager dynamic memory:16 GB
Number of vehicles:

Fig.4. Response time Vs. No. of virtual Machines

5,10,20,35,50,65,75,85,100 (max)


Number of server resources in the cloud:
3, 5, 7 10 (max)



Network bandwidth: 500 mbps

Load condition study:




Fig.5. Response time Vs. No. of iterations

Number of resources to discover: 1000, 2000,
5000, 10000, 15000, 20000, 250000, 30000,
50000
Resource manager CPU: 8 core, 4 CPU
Resource manager dynamic memory: 128 GB

D. Result Analysis
Memory, CPU and bandwidth consumption is
constantly changing in large system like VCN
environment, it is a challenging task to predict the
available resources and optimally allocate the available
resources. Low utilization of the resources are major
concern in the VCN systems. VCN demands the optimum
usage of available resources. Significant performance
degradation in the system can occur when the application
cannot utilize the resources fully. In VCN environment
Copyright © 2019 MECS

Fig.6. Effect of increasing computation resources on total
discovery time of nodes

Through simulation, we have established the benefits
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of dynamic discovery logic over fixed time scheduling.
As shown in figure 6 we increased the number of nodes
for discovery and computation resource (higher CPU,
more memory and bandwidth) to evaluate the correlation.
Through simulation results that dynamic scheduling logic
is much more efficient in discovering scaled nodes with
increased computing power.
Fixed time technique saturates at every step as it is
limited by its very logic of fixed time slots to better
utilize scaled computation resources.
On careful analysis of controller (CPU, Memory or I/O)
and network resource (bandwidth) utilization, we can
observe that dynamic discovery logic adds significant
overhead to resource load. As shown in figure 7, we
compare the CPU utilization overhead for dynamic and
fixed time task scheduling logics.
For fixed time, overhead is minimal whereas for
dynamic logic overhead is substantial. Overhead is taken
as overall percentage of total utilization. On further
analysis of overhead for dynamic discovery logic, we find
that overhead is directly influenced by the variance of
node response time, a key parameter for the algorithm.
From resource utilization perspective, dynamic discovery
is much more efficient than fixed time. However, if not
controlled with scaling of tasks (more nodes to discover),
resources will overload to a point system can crash.
Hence the overhead of monitoring.

9. Although we have considered only node response time
to study the impact on overhead, we can hypothesize
similar impact of other parameters, like network load on
the overhead of system resource utilization. We can
conclude with above study that we need more computing
resources if we are to derive benefits of dynamic
discovery logic. As the number of resources (nodes) to
discover scales, load on discovering system (controller)
increases as a direct result. Because more the number of
nodes to discover, more is the possibility of erratic
response time, thus higher degree of fluctuations from
mean.
Figure 10 illustrates the causes for node response time
deviation. One of the primary reason for nodes
responding slowly is because their management plain is
built for lower priority than their control plain.

Fig.8. CPU utilization of controller during resource discovery

Fig.7. scheduling overhead

Efficiency that dynamic discovery achieves in terms of
better Overall time is offset by overhead of complex
scheduling logic and load on controller resources. As
shown in figure 8 graphs shows CPU utilization
controller system during fixed time and dynamic
discovery. It shows the controllers (system running
discovery tasks) CPU utilization during discovery of set
of nodes. As is evidenced, CPU utilization fluctuates for
fixed time logic because once nodes respond, controller is
idling to run out the time slot before lining up next task.
Contrast this to Dynamic logic, CPU utilization stays up
throughout the discovery process as controller is
scheduling tasks with very little idling in between. If we
plotted memory (RAM) utilization, it will follow the
same trend.
Compare that with lower overhead when actual
response time hovers near mean value as shown in figure
Copyright © 2019 MECS

Fig.9. Effect of discovery time variance on scheduling overhead

Primary goal of any computing resource is to execute
tasks to accomplish a goal. While that is very simplistic,
every node is built to handle different tasks with different
priority. The load on the system has a direct correlation
with response time for a discovery task. As it is difficult
to simulate actual load on the system, we will simulate
network load to study the impact on node response time
for discovery tasks. Network load or bandwidth
utilization is a good measure of how busy the network is,
thus simulating load on nodes in the network. Through
simulation, we study the correlation between load on
network (nodes) and response time variance for dynamic
discovery technique.
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Simulation for fixed time logic and observed the effect
of network load on response time as shown in figure. 11.
As observed from the graph, network load has almost no
influence on the node discovery time. This because in
fixed time logic, there is enough buffer (or idling time) to
absorb the fluctuation in response time. Actual node
response time still varies from the mean during clogged
network. However, fixed time logic has fixed time slots,
which ensure any effect of spike smoothen out.
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resource consumption and additional overheads that need
to be closely monitored and controlled. The disadvantage
of the proposed method is increase in scheduling
overhead compared to fixed time scheduling. Fixed time
scheduling, by its very nature is better suited for
discovering nodes where discovery time is not critical
factor in static and legacy networks where network/node
configurations will not change rapidly. In dynamic and
ever changing vehicular cloud network, dynamic resource
discovery scheme is more suitable for scalable computing
resources.
Future extension of this work is to validate the
simulation results on real time environment and compare
the simulation results with other dynamic scheduling
algorithms.
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